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Abstract
The Snowden revelations have renewed interest in questions surrounding jurisdictional issues about where data is kept (location) and who claims the capacity to direct access to it be given by the entity hosting it (control). While early attitudes to the cluster of technologies marketed as The Cloud generally played down this aspect, and unilateral contracts offered by many major providers declined to specify these parameters for the technical provision of a Cloud service, growing appreciation that assurances of security and confidentiality are no barrier to certain forms of access being granted to third parties in other jurisdictions has rekindled interest. This paper explores the technical and legal issues involved from the perspective of an Australian business interested in both customer and government attitudes, and discusses how moves to implement jurisdiction location and control preferences have been characterised as Data Sovereignty and Digital Protectionism by differing interests.
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1. Introduction
‘Then data sovereignty, privacy and security?the importance of trust. ... We conducted a survey [in 2010] of 500 consumers in Australia. ... [T]he number one thing was that Australians were the most extreme in their responses [in] five out of six categories compared to any other country in the world. The only country more extreme about the data was Germany. ... Australians didn't trust the government with their data: only 20 per cent trusted the government. They trust IT companies [even] less than the government. ... Australia was the most extreme out of the countries we [surveyed] about keeping data on shore. The data needed to be kept in Australia. So
it's not just some rule that APRA's made up or the Privacy Commission's made up. It actually reflects Australian consumers' attitudes to data. They want to keep it here'. (Baty 2011 [15])

What have become known as the Snowden revelations started in June 2013 with stories in the Guardian, ProPublica, Washington Post, later New York Times and Der Spiegel, and more recently the new online vehicle First Look. The scope of the extracts from a cache of tens or hundreds of thousands of files copied from NSA sources by Edward Snowden is remarkable. They purport to reveal an international network of surveillance practices by members of the Anglophone "Five Eyes" intelligence and national security "community" that extend far beyond popular understandings of the controlled and specific powers to tap telephones for law enforcement purposes dramatized by TV's The Wire.

Critical attention has focused on what seems to be an omnivorous global dragnet based on warrantless, suspicionless mass surveillance programs with ominous names such as BOUNDLESS INFORMANT, collecting digital metadata and some content data both by the legal means we consider below, and by other technical means that bypass the need for cooperation from the Internet backbones, cloud hosts and telecommunications utilities pressed into service by those legal means.

The revelations have bolstered the need to re-assess issues of 'data sovereignty' in the Cloud (an online service delivery method the technical models for which are set out below). These issues, discussed in this paper, had already been coming to attention in countries around the world, including through scholarly work such as that of Dan Jerker Svantesson (2013 [16]) and Christopher Kuner (2010 [17]) and attention in EU's Article 29 working party and OECD medical informatics circles, but the frequent absence of concern for the expectations of "non-US persons" in the debates following the exposures have confirmed the need for caution, both in relation to the actual practices revealed, and to the potential for similar hazards in other jurisdictions not similarly exposed, and other business practices in cross-border Cloud services. The time for a more traditional, sober analysis of liabilities, risks and benefits has arrived. The carefree, boundless honeymoon of the Cloud is over.

While the Australian Law Reform Commission and parliamentary committees over the past five years have noted concerns about the Cloud, the mid-2013 developments mean renewed attention in Australia is being directed to issues arising from storage of business and personal data in the Cloud, building on trends already identified in the industry insider Baty's view quoted above, coming to us from a more innocent, pre-Snowden era. We investigated questions such as the following:

- How can Cloud services be used safely, and when can they be dangerous?
- What is 'data sovereignty' in the Cloud? Does anyone know or care about legal jurisdiction over data in the Cloud, or is 'cyberspace' somehow beyond such administrivia, as customers are implicitly invited to imagine by some Cloud proponents?
- What happens if you ignore data sovereignty in the Cloud? Does it really matter where data is stored, or by whom?
- Will you be able to rely on Cloud data stores when you need them? Will you be able to protect them against unwelcome adverse access or retrieval by parties other than the data owner and their authorised agents?
- In a court case, could you prove and exercise your/the owner's rights to control, access or delete data held in the Cloud?

The Australian Communications and Media Authority chair explains data sovereignty as "the ownership of data and access to data stored in countries, other than the one where the end user resides, including relevant redress mechanisms and the capacity of citizens of Australia to take action or seek redress against cloud providers in other jurisdictions" (Chapman 2013 [18]).

Many organisations' document or data management policies may not yet adequately cover data jurisdiction, the key issues of where it is located and who has the capacity to control it, nor recognise challenges thrown up by a somewhat chaotic, rapidly-evolving cloud services environment increasingly integrated with 'Big Data' capacities (Mayer-Schonberger & Cukier 2013).

Governments and regulators seeking to "drive confidence among businesses and users that cloud service contracts will be designed with relevant risks and benefits that have been appropriately weighted and addressed?'balanced' (Chapman 2013 [18]) ? may also have to pay more attention to the 'risk' side of the equation in this jurisdictional area. A feature of many Australian Cloud policy and strategy documents[1][19] appears to be an almost boosterish urge to encourage and foster Cloud take-up for its own sake (no doubt welcome to the ears of cloud providers): identifying the benefits, but tending to leaving the hazards, especially those related to jurisdiction, un-named or relegated to a footnote (DBCDE 2013 [20]; AGIMO 2013 [21]). Confidence may be better served by a more detached, fine-grained risk/benefit assessment of the match between your own data's sensitivity and needs, and the willingness and capacity of Cloud services to deliver reliably, including the potential effects of where they are located and by whom controlled, and the regulatory regimes that become important when things go wrong.

This paper looks at issues affecting data sovereignty in the cloud, and their implications for managing the potential risks and rewards of handling new cloud services safely. The focus is the Australian jurisdiction, but the principles in government policies, standards, case law and even legislation are increasingly being reflected in different jurisdictions around the world. Some countries play a more central role in the cloud industry than others; we offer international equivalents and comparisons to put the differences and similarities in context.

How do cloud legal issues in relation to jurisdiction or location differ from those arising from conventional outsourcing or hosting?

It is easy to exaggerate the difference a Cloud makes. In many ways, the issues start from the same foundation. Traditional hosting or server hire contracts involve use of someone else's storage or computers. "But it would normally have been clear who you were dealing with and where your rented resources were. Such arrangements were also unlikely to have been established on a casual or informal basis. With cloud computing, however, the location(s) of your data [and under whose jurisdiction they fall] may be unclear, possibly even unidentifiable and it is also much easier to set up such an arrangement. The ease with which cloud resources can be allocated and reallocated makes it more likely that it will be done without an appropriate review of the relevant legal issues." (QMUL 2010 [22])
Why are cloud sovereignty and data jurisdiction important?

*Most documents are now digital and networked*

Once removed from the physical constraints of hard copy, networked digital documents can be copied and moved between locations or jurisdictions with trivial effort.

*Foreign litigants and governments have a much easier time getting access to your data if it is within their jurisdiction*

While there are international or inter-country arrangements which enable access in or from other countries, most countries favour access requests made in relation to local documents, or documents under the control of entities over whom they have jurisdiction.

*Laws in other countries may be quite different from those in your own country.*

Third party legal access options, including detailed comparisons of mechanisms for such access under Australian jurisdiction and under that of the main cloud hosting forum, the US, are complex, so we discuss some examples in section 4 below.

*Cloud data storage contracts may be on terms unfavourable to users, or silent on key issues*

Particularly for Web-grade IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service; see below for cloud acronyms), service provider business models may rely on excluding liability for matters which may be within their control. Typical SaaS (Software as a Service) host models may also depend escaping liability for such matters.

*Some countries or jurisdictions may have worse IT, security or privacy protections for your data than Australia; or their protections may be harder for local subjects or owners to use*

The evolution of business, legal and technical support for adequate online security, confidentiality, privacy and/or data protection vary greatly from country to country. International agreements such as the Convention on Cybercrime from the Council of Europe (CETS 185, in force in Australia from March 2013) arose to address this in some areas, although recent developments in aggressive surveillance and associated moves by agencies to undermine cryptographic standards have suggested that it may have paradoxical effects in others, potentially reducing security and confidentiality against the intervention of foreign agencies. Many countries (although probably the minority of major cloud participants) are not a party to relevant agreements; some of them also have quite underdeveloped legal coverage of online issues generally, and may not support a robust confidentiality and privacy regime.

And those who are parties to a Convention may have varying implementations of its model laws, and differences of focus between enforcement and confidentiality. The US and Italy for instance have exposed their citizens to fewer of the more extreme effects of the Convention than has Australia, meaning that rights and obligations may not be symmetrical (differing attitudes to strictness of requirements for dual criminality, or to weakening the need to prove a mental element in certain cybercrime offences are examples).

Practical IT security implementations, or the degree of protection of Australian-owned data from third party access, will vary according to these and other local factors. This is a major feature of the paper.

*Increased scrutiny and professional liability*

Inability to either produce data in response to legal request, or to protect it from unwanted demands from third parties, may create a significant governance impact. Such an outcome, in the worst case, may mean not only is the future of the organisation at risk, but also the personal reputations (or even the civil or criminal liability) of those directors or executives who lead it.

*Strategic importance to the organisation: methodical solutions needed*

The judicial gaze has begun to focus upon the entire stores of information held by companies, and how companies deal with, and secure or fail to secure, those stores. Governments increasingly require transparency around IT security failures (data breach notification); a version of the 2013 Privacy Alerts bill to amend the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) to make such notification mandatory, consistent with expectations in many US and EU jurisdictions, may yet be reintroduced. And every Internet user has been alerted, by the media at least, to the risk of their data being subject to access by unwanted parties (albeit at some risk of ‘data breach fatigue’ if they are not given practical response options).

Corporations that do not have in place strategic, comprehensive and reasonable data storage, location and jurisdiction policies, methodically and consistently adhered to in implementation, chance a fate serious in its potentially destructive outcomes, if the ire of judicial, regulator or market condemnation falls upon them. While many escape serious consequences (Telstra's recurrent large scale breaches come to mind), the risk of such condemnation remains.

What is cloud data?

Companies and individuals generate a plethora of digital documents, all of which are now candidates for, or generated by, cloud storage. For example:

- Images and recordings from mobile or other devices
- Imaged versions of original paper documents
- Files (including word processing, spreadsheets, presentations)
- Email (including email messages, instant messages, logs and data stores)
- Databases (including records, indices, logs and files)
Logs (including accesses to a network, application or Web server, customer tracking or profiling)
- Transaction records (including financial records)
- Other forms of meta-data
- Web pages (whether static or dynamically constituted)
- Traditional audio and video recordings and streams
- App data sets
- Software itself may constitute a significant cloud data holding
- Access control information and passwords

2. Types of Cloud Services

Different cloud models implement varied technical and processing attributes, and raise a range of different legal and policy issues around data sovereignty.

Cloud Service Models

Cloud computing services come in three main "Service Models", which vary according to the extent of the stack managed by the vendor compared with that under the control of the customer, and thus the level of interaction between the cloud service and the data it is holding.

**Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**

Here the relationship and interaction between the cloud service and the data may be small or minimal. With "Infrastructure as a Service", the service is limited to the provision of the infrastructure needed.

**Platform as a Service (PaaS)**

Interaction is medium when the cloud provider furnishes hosting and a platform, but not the specific applications running on it. This model is known as "Platform as a Service." (Gilbert 2010)

**Software as a Service (SaaS)**

The interaction may be large or frequent in "Software as a Service." The SaaS customer has access to a wide range of capabilities; the cloud provider furnishes hosting, storage, platform, as well as software applications for immediate use with the customer's data. Many consumer Cloud offerings like FaceBook, Google Docs, Apple iCloud or Microsoft OneDrive include core SaaS features.

Other Service Models?

Some commentators (Gilbert 2010) suggested other Cloud Service Models but the ones set out above appear to be a useful core set for most purposes.

Cloud Delivery Models

Cloud computing capabilities can be implemented and used in four main "Delivery models": Public, Private, Hybrid, and Community. The choice of delivery model has significant effect on the nature, content, and terms of the Cloud contract, and associated risks.

Public Cloud

The public cloud infrastructure is made available to the public, or a large industry group, and is owned by an entity selling cloud services. It is potentially the lowest cost model, especially if at the 'Web-grade' rather than 'Enterprise Grade' end of the assurance spectrum. This is more
accessible to small entities, but the terms and negotiability of the contract usually offer limited comfort. Most Amazon Web Services fall into this category, as do many offerings from Google, Facebook, Apple and Microsoft.

**Private Cloud**

The private cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an entity. It may be managed by the entity or a third party, and may exist on-premises (presumably avoiding sovereignty or jurisdiction issues) or off-premises (which could be anywhere). It is more attractive to larger entities and government because of their greater capacity to manage their part of the investment and support required.[3] [27] Many of these are not publicly visible, because they do not need to be.

**Hybrid Cloud**

The hybrid cloud infrastructure combines private, community, or public Clouds that remain unique entities, but are bound together by standardized or proprietary technology that enable data and application portability, such as when cloud bursting for load-balancing between clouds. Many of the public cloud providers also offer private options, and can integrate the two. Data of different categories or sensitivity may thus be hosted in different delivery models, or indeed in different locations or under the control of different entities.

**Community Cloud**

This approach is less common, typically used by government. A community cloud infrastructure is shared by several entities, supporting a community that has shared concerns, such as the same mission or policies, or similar security requirements or compliance considerations. It may be managed by the entities or a third party, and may exist on or off premises. (Gilbert 2010 [26]) Many government cloud installations are candidates for such a model.

Some features and risk attributes are shared by all Cloud models, while others are more applicable to particular models. We only refer to a particular model if it is relevant for a particular risk or feature. Often by default it will be public Cloud delivery model, although off premises private clouds.

**Real world: A mix of models and risks**

The issues under consideration when we look at an actual Cloud implementation instance will vary depending on the service, the business, and the data held by the service. Most customers in reality use a combination of cloud service models depending on the type of service needed, the utility of the service offering, and the risk of the data.

- For example, in an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) arrangement, the service provider would not be expected to have any access to data at all.
- Some service providers also provide SaaS where all data is encrypted from the customer's desktop: this means data is not accessible by the service provider either.

This question of who can see the data, and on what basis, is important to the overall risk of putting data in the cloud, and should be a focus of analysis. Service and Delivery Models are a useful framework for this, but it is critical to understand the details of data access, and weigh up the actual risks of a particular Cloud implementation.

A related issue is important for discussions about access to data by regulators (including those discussed in the Third Party Access section below): as a practical matter, law enforcement is unlikely to know that a particular company has data in one of the many cloud services operating in a jurisdiction, under whatever Model, so the best way to get data from a company may be to just directly order that the company deliver it up!

Where the data is stored or hosted in a jurisdiction but the legal entity is absent from it, the risk that the cloud data will be located and accessed by law enforcement may be higher or lower than if they were present, depending on configuration, contract and control details.
It is also useful to give close attention to the characteristics of the data, and the risks that different categories of data carry: only some classes of data are actually dangerous if lost. There is of course typically the embarrassment of a data breach: note the recent finding by ACMA against AAPT (ACMA 2013 [30]), the new penalties, and actual and proposed new disclosure obligations in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth)[5] [31].

But it is also important to ask, how often is money or valuable data actually lost? The Verizon Data Breach Report ( Verizon 2013 [32]) has examples with detail of the types of breaches and the proportion where the information lost actually could cause loss. The incidence of loss, and the security response appropriate, will vary from case to case. (The Privacy Amendment (Privacy Alerts) Bill 2013,6 [33] the disclosures starting June 2013 (Greenwald 2013; Gellman and Poitras: 2013) and still continuing regarding secret NSA, GCHQ and related surveillance programs for data mining telecom and Internet providers, and the Australian National Cloud Computing Strategy (DBCDE: 2013)[7] [34] combine to elevate cloud computing to the top of risk management considerations.)

Having outlined the Models by which Cloud services can be categorised, and considered some of the real world complications which show that the devil is in the detail rather than the model, we turn now to the question of the exposure of data to third party access in the main Cloud hosting jurisdiction, the US.

3. Data Sovereignty Risk Management Issues

There are many practical reasons a company or agency might be cautious about having its data transmitted beyond its own national borders, or held by entities under another jurisdiction’s supervision.

Offshore data centres in distant locations are obviously more difficult to monitor than local ones. Moreover, some parts of the world are simply more vulnerable to natural disasters, wars, so-called “acts of God,” or government intrusions. Chief among the multitude of concerns about cloud computing is the fear that a business could have its data transferred to or into the control of an undesirable jurisdiction, without its knowledge or approval, and become subject to unacceptable exposures and legal obligations.

The concept of "data sovereignty", introduced above, refers to both specific data sovereignty laws limiting cross-border data transfer, as well as the more general difficulty of complying with foreign legal requirements that may be more onerous, less clear, unknown to the user, or even in conflict with the user’s own country’s laws. If the server location or control is not disclosed by the cloud provider or if it is subject to change without notice, the information is more vulnerable to the risk of being compromised. Uncertainty on this point is a risk factor in itself.

In addition, some nations’ data sovereignty laws require companies to keep certain types of data within the country of origin, or place significant restrictions on transmission outside the country of origin. Some jurisdictions’ privacy laws limit the disclosure of personal information to third parties, which would mean that companies doing business in those countries might be prohibited from transferring data to a third-party cloud provider for processing or storage. (It is worth noting the proposed secret TransPacific Partnership agreement reportedly appears to feature a specific provision prohibiting participants, such as Australia, from enshrining data location restrictions, and the equivalent Atlantic proposal includes similar constraints on domestic law. On the other hand the Article 29 Working Party has suggested that the EU consider restrictions; and they have been mooted by EU ministers and data protection commissioners post-Snowden.)

Information stored in a cloud environment can conceivably be subject to more than one nation’s laws. Indeed, the legal protections applicable to a single piece of data might change from one moment to the next, as data is transferred across national borders, or to the control of a different entity. Depending on where the data is being hosted or by whom it is controlled, different legal obligations regarding privacy, data security, and breach notification may apply.

Where there is a lack of specificity, a business will often feel compelled to err on the side of caution and adhere to the most restrictive interpretation. (Others may assume that ‘industry practice’ will suffice, and the OAIC APP Guidelines[9] [35] of March 2014 tacitly accept a less restrictive approach. However ACMA’s history of penalties suggests caution has a place.)

In some circumstances, this may mean that large categories of data should not be allowed to be transmitted beyond the country’s geographic borders, or outside its jurisdiction. As a result, some businesses are employing a hybrid cloud strategy which involves contracting with multiple cloud providers that maintain local data centres and comply with the separate, local legal requirements for each country.

The complexity of these various data sovereignty laws may make businesses reluctant to move to a cloud ? especially a Public cloud, as described above ? where it cannot restrict the geographic location or jurisdictional control of its data, and where the characteristics of data warrant such caution.

In concept, using a public cloud on a multinational scale should be highly flexible and cost-effective for a business. One of the attractions is the promise of effectively outsourcing a range of costs and risks. However, data sovereignty restrictions to which a company may need to adhere in relation to some of those risks can create a daunting challenge.

Despite the notable benefits, many companies can be reluctant to utilize cloud technology because of fears regarding their inability to maintain sovereignty over the data for which they bear significant legal responsibility. (See also sections below on obligations and third party access.)

The Australian Experience

The new Australian Privacy Principles created by the November 2012 amendments to the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), appear to significantly change the test for personal data transferred out of Australia.
The prior Principles required “reasonable efforts to ensure comparable security,” which is difficult to qualify or quantify.

The new Principles require the outsourced third party service provider “comply with Australian law,” and there is greater expectation that the details of foreign jurisdictions in which personal data is hosted be disclosed.

While there remains in the APP Guidelines (OAIC 2014 [37]) an emphasis on reasonableness, the new standard is potentially tighter, and the disclosure of diverse foreign locations hosting personal information of Australians potentially impacts reputation [19] [38]. Thus, there may be an incentive to consider hosting in-country, or under a regime that is known to be even more rigorous and safe in practice than Australia’s. In January 2013 it was announced that CERT Australia would soon be part of a new Australian Cyber Security Centre, which aims to develop a comprehensive understanding of cyber threats facing the nation and improve the effectiveness of protection, which have raise the bar for expectations of effective security in Australia (although it is too early to tell if this will eventuate, given the potential effect of other developments in the Snowden material raising questions about official involvement in moves to undermine security).

The use of cloud technology in Australia is in flux, as regulators hurry to keep up with the evolving technology and increasing popularity of cloud solutions. Moreover, Australia’s information security law is comprised of a bewildering amalgam of federal, state and territory laws, administrative arrangements, judicial decisions, and industry codes, (Connolly and Vaile: 2012)[11] [39] so evaluating the impact of cloud sovereignty issues in this context becomes difficult. Changes are due in 2014[12] [40].

Nevertheless, cloud computing is definitely on the rise in Australia. A recent study reported that more than half of the subset of Australian companies examined spend at least ten per cent of their IT budgets on cloud services, and 31% of companies spend over 20% of their budget on cloud solutions (Frost and Sullivan 2012 [41]).

Australian banks and insurance companies are regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA), and are required to consult with APRA in connection with outsourcing computing services offshore. Other Australian businesses are required to comply with the Privacy Act and the Australian Privacy Principles, which prohibit the transfer of personal information to a third party outside Australia unless that country has equivalent laws or the entity takes reasonable steps to ensure that the overseas recipient does not breach the APPs in relation to the information for the data (OAIC 2014 [37], Chapter 8) [13] [42]. Many state and territory privacy laws contain similar expectations.

The regulating bodies of some Australian industries, such as banks and insurance companies, may, as a practical matter, require that data be hosted exclusively within Australia. (APRA 2010 [43] [14] [44])

Organizations in Australia, such as defence bodies, education providers, and healthcare organisations, may be required to adhere to the requirements of the Australian Government Information Management Office (AGIMO) to the extent they are directly acting for federal agencies. AGIMO has set out issues to be considered by agencies that are exploring cloud services (AGIMO 2011 [45] [15]). These agencies generally prefer to use data centres within Australia in order to maintain physical jurisdiction over their most sensitive data. (Many other activities of organisations other than federal agencies may not be required to adhere to AGIMO’s guidance, depending on the nature of the contracts involved and of the organisation.)

Some cloud providers in Australia will commit to host services within national boundaries to alleviate these data sovereignty concerns. However, even if the data itself is hosted domestically, it is nonetheless conceivable that some service providing access to the data (for instance, in the case of certain models for offshoring by banks) could be hosted in a foreign jurisdiction, or under the control of another jurisdiction.

The Potential Impact of Foreign Regulatory Requirements

Australian companies considering cloud services should consider legal developments abroad when assessing the relative risks and benefits.

Cloud hosting on a global scale is often based in data centres in places like the US, central Europe or Singapore which offer cost and other benefits. It may often store data connected to EU as well and Australian citizens. Differences between the regulatory frameworks where data is hosted, where hosting companies are based, and where data subjects or data users are based can create complex compliance environments. Some aspects can present a legal risk that cannot be fully offset by contracts or technology alone. (Irion 2012 [47]) (See also the Third Party Access section below.)

European Union

The European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) launched a report in February 2013 taking a 'Critical Information Infrastructure Protection' approach to cloud computing, which calls for better transparency regarding logical and physical dependencies, such as which critical operators or services depend on which cloud computing services (Dekker 2012 [48] [16] [49]).

The European Commission is also considering new data protection requirements that would effectively apply throughout the world, including in Australia, to companies active in the EU market or which host data about EU citizens (EC Directorate-General for Justice 2012 [50] [17] [51]). If these proposals are implemented (Neilsen 2013 [52]), cloud providers with EU customers would be required to adhere to such legal obligations for all of their data holdings, including data hosted for Australian customers.

European laws impose some limits on cross-border data transfers. The existing European Data Protection Directive obligates entities to maintain the security of certain categories of personal data, and permits the transfer of such information outside of the EU only to those countries the EU considers to have satisfactory data protection laws or if the company to which the data is transmitted agrees to comply with EU law (Directive 95/46/EC). As a result, data may not simply be transferred at all to a cloud provider with servers located in countries whose data protection laws do not satisfy EU standards.

US regulators, pointing to increasingly robust proposals for increased regulation domestically, have recently suggested that emerging approaches to data protection in the US are more consistent with the EU approach than is widely appreciated, despite PATRIOT Act access.
and other emerging issues (Robinson 2013 [53]). (EU regulators and politicians appear to remain unmoved, with initiatives in the opposite direction in relation to "Safe Harbor").

EU laws on 'discovery' for litigation purposes, and on national security, may be inconsistent with US laws such as the USA Patriot Act in some circumstances (Forsheit 2010 [54]). This may lead to confusion or conflict over appropriate responses to requests for access for this purpose.

**USA**

The United States has no overarching nationwide data protection law (HIPAA, though national, is restricted to the health sector), but it does regulate disclosure of certain categories of personal information to third parties through a variety of laws[18] [55]. The US government asserts extraterritorial claims on data that potentially affect non-US entities through the USA PATRIOT Act [19] [56]. These are discussed further in the next section.

Even companies which try to require their cloud providers to keep their data within the geographic borders of their own country cannot assume that they are subject only to their home country's laws because, in certain circumstances, cloud providers may be legally obliged to communicate information, including personal information, to authorities [20] [57].

For instance, if a company is based in a country which prohibits disclosure of personal information without the subject's consent, it could conceivably violate its own nation's laws if it complies with a demand by the US FBI to turn over information stored in a US company's cloud, or in a cloud data store located within US boundaries. (See the SWIFT case below for an example on this point.)

There has efforts made to deal with these troublesome issues. The US Department of Commerce and the European Commission jointly developed a "Safe Harbor" to streamline the process for companies to comply with the EU's Data Directive[21] [58]. Intended for EU and US companies which store data, the Safe Harbor is available for companies which adhere to the seven privacy principles outlined in the EU Directive. A similar Safe Harbor framework exists between the US and Switzerland[22] [59], among others.

Of particular concern to cloud computing customers are the requirements that data subjects be informed of data transfers to third parties, and be provided the opportunity to opt out. (The 2012 proposals for EU data protection, above, include increased emphasis on effective consent rights for data subjects, so this may continue to be relevant when and if these proposals come into effect in 2014 or later.

There have also been mounting criticisms of the effectiveness of Safe Harbor from a compliance perspective, including by UNSW research associate Chris Connolly. (Connolly 2008 [60]) These recently bore fruit in a review of trust schemes associated with it. (FTC 2014 [61])

Data may also only be transmitted under the scheme to third parties who follow adequate data protection principles, thus obligating the cloud customer to ensure that its cloud provider operates responsively. Clearly there have been doubts about the effectiveness of this scheme; the Article 29 Working Party highlighted the question of whether individual/corporate consumers are in a position to understand (ie to give meaningful consent) and enforce such obligations.

More recently, EU concerns about the late 2013 revelations by Edward Snowden have brought the Safe Harbor model into question, given the apparently limited or non-existent constraints it has placed on warrantless suspicionless mass surveillance of non-US citizens. (Rodrigues et al 2013 [62])

The European Parliament, after it adopted the text of the proposed EU General Data Protection Regulation on 12 March 2014, also went so far as to pass a resolution setting forth its findings and recommendations regarding the National Security Agency surveillance program. Among other things, the resolution calls for:

- withholding the Parliament's consent to the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership if European data protection principles are not fully respected;
- suspending the Terrorist Finance Tracking Program until alleged breaches of the underlying data disclosure agreements have been fully clarified; and
- suspending the Safe Harbor Framework immediately, alleging it does not adequately protect European citizens. (Hunton & Williams 2014 [63])

The long term future of the Safe Harbor scheme is thus unclear.

**Canada**

Canada presents a complex situation, as its data protection legal landscape is a patchwork of federal, territory, and provincial laws. It has laws requiring that certain data stay not just within Canada, but within specific territories and provinces[23] [64]. Of particular interest is Canada's assertion that its privacy laws apply beyond its borders. The Federal Court of Canada held that the PIPEDA law gives the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) the right to investigate complaints relating to the flow of personal information outside Canada, regardless of whether the company involved is Canadian[24] [65]. If personal information about Canadian citizens is involved, the country's privacy laws and the OPC's investigatory powers extend across borders to foreign-based companies, though there are of course the sovereignty dilemmas around giving force to such powers.

**No uniform standards**

Many other countries have proposed or are in the process of developing new laws regulating data privacy and related matters, and there is little hope of a uniform, worldwide standard which companies could confidently follow to ensure compliance.

Data breach notification laws, for instance, vary greatly from one jurisdiction to the next. (Maurushat 2009 [66]) Some companies resolve this concern by storing only public data on public clouds, and keeping confidential information within their own control. Nevertheless, even where the data remains within the geographic borders of Australia, it is possible that the cloud provider entity is subject to the laws of another
In addition, data which is transferred outside Australia to one or more countries may become subject to a variety of external laws. Business organizations which operate across borders face unique challenges in managing network security risk, and those which use cloud computing technology have even more complicated exposures. A recent Capgemini study revealed that management considers "issues with data sovereignty" to be the second most important factor – just after "fear of security breaches", and before the raft of technical and management issues – in determining whether to adopt a cloud infrastructure (Capgemini 2012 [67]).

Therefore, along with concerns about integration and business agility, businesses are starting to realize the serious and complex issues involving data sovereignty in the cloud computing context.

4. Third party access by legal means: Does it matter where your data is stored, or by whom?

This chapter drills into a core question: the complex of factors and legal issues which influence whether third parties can assert their right to access your data hosted in either a local cloud (in Australian jurisdiction) or in an offshore cloud (typically through services based in the US, the main cloud hosting jurisdiction).

Its observations may help guide your assessment of whether these jurisdictional issues warrant consideration of a 'data sovereignty'-aware cloud policy.

Introduction

For some time, improved global networks and the Internet have enabled hosting service providers to store data in low-cost jurisdictions, or where close proximity to large markets and scale facilities can create economies of scale.

In deciding whether to host data overseas, prudent customers have typically considered the cost of the service, security, and the sovereign risk of the location.

After an initial rush of cyber-libertarian optimism, the wishful thinking of the early 1990s in which 'cyberspace' was somehow beyond the bounds of earthly law, there is a sobering recognition that information is still subject to the laws of the jurisdictions where it is held, or which regulate entities who control or host it.

Data hosting customers need clarity about whether remote hosting will involve transferring data to a foreign legal environment that may bring new risks or create special concerns. In particular:

- does the service provider ensure that the foreign host provides a service that complies with Australian standards for privacy and security?
- what are the implications of exposing data held offshore, or under the control of offshore entities, to examination by foreign law enforcement regimes or litigants?

Government data users in particular feel the pressure of these questions.

Such concerns may be exacerbated by the ability and practice of certain law enforcement agencies to inhibit or prevent owners of the data from knowing that their data has been accessed and is subject to examination.

Focus on these issues has intensified with the advent of "cloud" computing. Information held "in the cloud" may be stored in multiple locations, and in multiple jurisdictions. Cloud computing with global networks obscures the customer's knowledge and control of the regulatory risk associated with the jurisdiction/s where the data is held, or by whom it is held.

Where the customer is itself storing and managing the information of third parties, this lack of information represents a failure to achieve transparency. For many customers a failure to fully understand the issues and risks associated with potential foreign access to data held in a global cloud may be illegal.

Many of the commercially available cloud computing services are offered by US-based companies at present, so in this paper we consider the potential scenarios under which a US-based data hosting service provider may be compelled to provide access to stored data to third parties, such as US government authorities and private litigants. We also comment on comparable laws in Australia, and issues raised in relation to European countries.

(While this paper does touch on both US and Australian law and practice, it is not intended as an abstract comparison of the substantive laws of the two countries; this would be a somewhat misleading basis for an Australian company considering relevant business and regulatory risks in the choice between hosting data under Australian jurisdiction or under other those of typical commercial cloud services. We offer a few comparisons with certain Australian provisions as a context for this risk analysis. However, even if local and cloud storage jurisdiction laws were identical, other practical factors are more burdensome dealing with third party claims to access an offshore data store. For instance the costs of legal action, enforceability of remedies, and investigation or monitoring of developments are all more problematic in another jurisdiction since a local entity will often not have any presence there. These are of course to be offset against the hoped-for benefits of Cloud scale services.)

Background

As a practical threshold item, we note that the US government is usually interested only in matters that concern US interests, for example, payment of US taxes, crimes in violation of US laws and threats to US national security. Much of the information held in cloud stores under US jurisdiction on behalf of foreign data owners may be of little interest to them for this reason. But from the examples we consider in this
summary, it is apparent that US authorities will not apply particular self-restraint in scenarios involving foreign jurisdictions and US interests.

Compliance obligations under foreign laws on US companies (or their foreign data sources) not to provide data to the US government are not recognized as a defence to information requests by US courts or authorities. Additionally, as many data owners would be aware, US authorities can in most cases also obtain data under international cooperation treaties through foreign governments (as can Australian authorities).

**Different Types of Data Requests**

*Informal requests*

US government agencies typically have investigative duties and authority under the statutes or regulations of their establishment. As a result, government agencies can approach individuals and companies (including data hosting service providers) with informal information requests. Many US companies are willing to comply with such requests, to cooperate with the US government on issues of shared interests (e.g., fraud prevention on e-commerce websites) or to avoid contributory liability for illegal activities (e.g., copyright infringement).

Some companies are also obligated to comply with certain information requests. For instance, financial service providers have to cooperate with certain regulatory agencies and provide certain records as a matter of statute, and telecommunication service providers have to provide access for law enforcement purposes under CALEA. (BeVier 1999 [68]; Kisswani 2012 [69])

But, in the absence of such specific regulatory compliance obligations, individuals and companies do not have to answer to informal information requests from US government authorities.

*Summons and subpoenas etc.*

Most US government authorities are entitled under specific statutes to issue formal information requests—summons, subpoenas or other forms—without having to meet certain minimum conditions (e.g., IRS summons) or which are generally permissible so long as there is some relevance of the inquiry to the mandate of the requesting authority and the subpoena does not violate constitutional or statutory limits. For example, grand jury subpoenas issued by US attorneys are generally legal and compelling unless they violate the US Constitution or certain limiting statutes. Grand jury subpoenas also contain secrecy restrictions to protect the grand jury process from inappropriate influences.

The applicable limitations in the US Constitution and the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) are discussed below in more detail. But for purposes of this summary it is important to note that information requests in the form of subpoenas are generally compelling, unless an exception applies. If an exception applies, the recipient of the subpoena can assert it and demand that the government narrow the scope of the subpoena or withdraw it.

In situations where subpoenas are not available due to statutory limitations, US authorities can be authorized to obtain a formal warrant, which has traditionally required a court order, probable cause and other conditions to be met, and is therefore more difficult to obtain for US authorities. But recent legislation and government practices are believed to have weakened the protections previously afforded by warrant requirements, as further discussed in this article.

**Digital Due Process Coalition and demands to limit access**

A number of US-based data hosting service providers and other organizations, including Google Inc., Microsoft Corporation, AT&T, and eBay formed the Digital Due Process Coalition[25][70], which asserts that technological advances have outpaced the ECPA, and thus “the vast amount of personal information generated by today’s digital communication services may no longer be adequately protected.” This organization and various privacy activist groups demand that access to personal data (hosted by data hosting service providers and other companies) by US government authorities be limited. Demands include that the situations where US government authorities need warrants be expanded, that warrants should not be or be less often available without court orders, that additional limitations should be imposed to legitimize subpoenas (e.g., by enacting new statutory restrictions or interpreting the US constitution to protect privacy interests), that electronic documents stored in the “cloud” be afforded the same Fourth Amendment privacy protections as electronic documents stored in traditional formats, and that consistent standards be set forth for government access to electronically stored information.

Unless and until such reforms pass, the investigative powers of the US government are limited primarily by the following constitutional principles and laws.

**Australian Comparison**

There is no similar industry lobbying to tighten privacy laws in this way in Australia, nor coordination with local privacy advocates. The previous Australian government was pursuing a policy of compulsory general data retention by carriers and service providers with a view to making archived information available to law enforcement authorities; this would add to recent changes obliging ISPs to retain certain traffic data on specific request. This policy was consistent with perceived obligations under the Council of Europe Cybercrime Convention. It was opposed by industry, but returned to active consideration as the 2012 ‘Data Retention’ proposals.

The Australian Privacy Act 1988 does not prevent a local company from providing personal information to regulatory authorities without legal compulsion if this is disclosed in the Privacy Policy of the company. Some Privacy Policies state that personal information will not be disclosed to regulatory authorities or other third parties without legal compulsion. The concept of implied consent has been used to justify provision where such statements are more ambiguous.

There are currently few Australian statutory restrictions or conditions on the offshore transfer of data which may become subject to such
access. Contractual protections are also of limited value in the circumstances discussed above, especially to data subjects.

Privacy law reform for transferors to generally “remain responsible” after offshore transfer may be of limited benefit[26] [71] to local data owners or individuals once personal data is disclosed as a result of foreign government or litigant compulsion or effective request. (Barwick 2012 [72])

There has, not surprisingly, been interest in whether more restrictive oversight of transfer of personal data overseas will be needed in order to bolster the responsibility of transferors. For instance, Senator Stephen Fielding (an independent, though with potential balance of power in the Senate at the time) introduced the Keeping Jobs from Going Offshore (Protection of Personal Information) Bill in 2009, which would have required companies to gain customers' written consent before their personal information could be transferred offshore.

The 2012 amendments to the Privacy Act now in force, while not requiring explicit consent, appear more likely under APP 8.1 and s 16C to impose liability on Australian hosts for data breaches which occur offshore in some circumstances. (See also the Privacy Alerts bill 2013, which would have imposed reporting obligations.)

**Limitations on Searches and Seizures under the Fourth Amendment of the US Constitution**

Generally, the primary limit on the US government’s power to obtain personal information is the Fourth Amendment of the US Constitution, which prohibits “unreasonable searches and seizures.” Under the Fourth Amendment, the government must obtain a warrant supported by probable cause that a crime has been committed, that describes the “place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized,” and provides simultaneous notice of the search to the person. Whether a search and seizure is “reasonable” depends on whether the person has an objective “reasonable expectation of privacy” in the item subject to the search (Cate 2007 [73]).

The protection afforded by the Fourth Amendment, however, is not absolute, and there are many exceptions to the warrant requirement.

One such exception is for data held by a third party. Under this “Third Party Exception,” a person does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in information he or she discloses to a third party. For example, the government does not need a warrant to seize documents that a person conveys to his or her bank (e.g., cheques).

Similarly, the government does not need a warrant to use “pen registers” and “trap and trace” devices, to record out-going and in-coming call information, because information about the number dialled and the time and duration of the call is accessible to third parties, mainly the telecommunications company (Cate 2007 [74]).

In the context of electronically stored data, the US government has routinely relied on this Third Party Exception to dispense with the warrant requirement. Federal courts take the view that a person does not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the subscriber information that he or she provides to an Internet service provider[27] [75]. Therefore, the government was able to obtain the following personal information without a warrant:

1. the name, address, e-mail address and media access control address from Comcast Cable Communications of a person who used Comcast’s Internet services in the course of sharing movie files online[28] [76];
2. the information on an individual’s computer that was accessible by a peer-to-peer file sharing program[29] [77];
3. the chat account information from Yahoo of a person who used Yahoo’s Internet services to access chat boards[30] [78];
4. the log-in information, including the date, time and IP address of each log-in, from Microsoft of a person who used Microsoft’s MSN/Hotmail program[31] [79]; and
5. the contents of an iTunes files library shared over an unsecured wireless network[32] [80].

At least one court took a different approach and held that whether a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy in subscriber information provided to an ISP depends in part on the ISP’s terms of service[33] [81].

**Australian comparison**

The Australian Constitution does not have any provision comparable to the Fourth Amendment to the US Constitution which would put limits on Parliament’s ability to pass search and seizure laws.

Generally, Australian search and seizure laws can be enforced subject only to the process and limitations, typically about procedure and justification or lack thereof, expressed in the relevant legislation itself ? legislation which can be amended, such as during the recent ‘war on terror’ when certain longstanding common law protections were diluted to some extent. (Roach 2010 [82])

The Telecommunications Act 1997 for instance, discussed below, mentions but does not mandate warrants for s313(3) law enforcement help; reports suggest substantial collection of communications traffic data without warrants, including under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (Cth). (Nicholls & Rowland 2007 [83]; Dobbie 2013 [84]). “Doing your best” for 313(1) crime prevention purposes does not mention warrants; its proper ambit is unclear, and seems unlikely to be tested.

The Privacy Act 1988 may offer some procedural protections, although exceptions permit certain uses and disclosures for law enforcement and related purposes[85]. These bypass questions of ‘reasonable expectation of privacy’ with simple statutory exceptions, and the Privacy Commissioner’s policy Guidelines to their use. (OAIC 2014 [86]) A recent statement from the Privacy Commissioner in response to questions raised by reports of NSA programs in the US indicates a wide interpretation of the effect of obligations under domestic or foreign law enforcement laws in limiting protections under the Privacy Act; in the absence of determinations, this is also unlikely to be tested.
USA PATRIOT Act of 2001

Following the terrorist acts of September 11 2001, the Bush administration enacted the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 to expand government powers to obtain data for investigations related to international terrorism and other foreign intelligence matters.

Essentially, this Act had the effect of lowering previous thresholds for the activation of these powers in existing pieces of legislation by amending (a) the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978[36][86], and (b) other legislation governing National Security Letters. These controversial powers are discussed below.

Privacy and library groups also oppose the "library records request" provision of the Patriot Act on the grounds that it "leaves open the door for governmental misuse to broadly investigate library and bookstore patron reading habits"[37][87].

A reality check asking "who cares?" may however be appropriate at this point.

Many business operations think it irrelevant if a government wants to check their data in order to fight terrorism, provided the data is not damaged, lost, misused, or disclosed to competitors. So who would care?

- Governments typically do not want some of their information, of many types, to be accessible by other governments as a matter of principle, national security or sovereignty.
- Some businesses (say, a major miner) do not what their information to be accessible to the sovereign wealth funds (for example) of foreign powers.
- Other businesses may have specific reasons to be cautious about exposure to access, particularly if there is any suggestion of improper or overbroad access to or use of data beyond the purposes for these laws were put in place.
- Some entities may be willing to accept the initial access but remain concerned about further provision of data to other countries once it has been accessed under this method, due to the operation of other international instruments and agreements.

In any case, it may be harder for, say the US government to find information about an Australian entity hosted in a US data centre than it is to access or discover this information via a request from the US to Australia under various cooperation arrangements (below), and the operation of Australian law in response. Such options would limit the practical need to resort to this method.

Australian comparison

Following the Bali Bombings in 2002, Australia adopted a National Counter-Terrorist Plan (2003) and made extensive amendments to surveillance and access powers available to Government authorities[38][88].

These have somewhat less impact than the USA Patriot Act for our purposes, as they don't introduce administrative subpoenas per se, although there were considerable dilutions of existing protections, some comparable with US changes, and investigators gained extended powers and more streamlined procedures (Lynch & Williams 2006[89]).

In subsequent years further legislative changes have somewhat further reduced the difference between thresholds in the US and Australia (Michaelson 2010[90]), and Australia’s accession to the CoE Cybercrime Convention in 2012 requires enhanced cooperation with signatories, including the US, although this may make little practical difference see below.

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 (FISA)

The US Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act sets out a specific legal framework for surveillance operations conducted as part of investigations related to international terrorism and other foreign intelligence matters. With the introduction of the Patriot Act, the FISA was amended so that it now applies where a “significant” purpose of a surveillance operation is to obtain intelligence for the purposes of such investigations, rather than the “sole” or “primary” purpose, as it originally stipulated. More recent amendments have also broadened its use.

The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act framework will be activated where there is probable cause that the target of surveillance operations is, or is an agent of, a foreign power. Due to the Patriot Act amendments, terrorism is now included within the definition of "foreign power", and there is no requirement that targets of surveillance be engaged in any kind of criminal conduct. In addition, warrants for surveillance operations are issued by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), a closed forum separate from the standard federal court system.

Specific powers of law enforcement agencies under the FISA (as amended by the Patriot Act, Protect America Act of 2007, FISA Amendment Act of 2008, and reconfirmed in late 2012) that may constitute potential risks for those hosting data in the US include:

1. The power of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to compel the production of any "tangible thing" for the purposes of an investigation to either obtain foreign intelligence or protect against terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities[39][91]. The FBI may do so by certifying to an FISC judge that the investigation falls within the bounds of the FISA and the judge does not have any discretion to refuse the order if certain procedural requirements are met[40][92]. Persons against whom such an order is made and/or sought are forbidden from disclosing these facts to any other person except for the purposes of complying with an order and/or seeking legal advice.

2. The power to conduct secret physical searches of personal property for investigations in which foreign intelligence gathering is a significant purpose. The person whose property is searched need not be directly involved and the search may be conducted without a warrant, provided that the Attorney General certifies that there is no substantial likelihood the search will involve the premises, information, material, or property of a US person[41][93]. Subjects of a special search must not be informed of the fact that it has been or will be conducted, and third parties directed to assist must protect its secrecy.
3. The power to obtain a search warrant in all criminal investigations without providing notice to the subject of the search for up to 30 days, or longer upon application to the Court if the facts justify further delay.[42][94].

4. The power to conduct roving wiretaps on communications lines, which allows for monitoring of several different communications lines across the US[43][95]. To engage in wiretapping, the government must obtain a warrant from the FISC based upon probable cause that the target is, or is an agent of, a foreign power[44][96]. Third party communications carriers, landlords and other specified persons must provide access and assistance necessary to carry out the warrant[45][97]. They must not reveal the fact of the warrant, and must minimize associated disruption to any services they provide to the subject. In the case of third party communications carriers, if a law enforcement authority suspects that the subject of a roving wiretap warrant might use a particular carrier’s services, the authority is entitled to monitor all communications transmitted by that carrier. Accordingly, there is a risk that information concerning other clients of the carrier might incidentally be captured.

5. The power of the Department of Justice (DOJ) to grant approval for law enforcement agencies to engage in electronic surveillance without a court order for up to one year for the purposes of obtaining foreign intelligence[46][98]. There must be no substantial likelihood that a US person is a party to the surveilled communications. Any third party carrier involved in transmitting the communications must assist the surveillance if requested, including by maintaining its secrecy[47][99].

6. The power of the federal government to use “pen registers” and “trap and trace” devices to monitor outgoing and incoming phone calls for the purposes of an investigation to gather foreign intelligence information[48][100]. In some circumstances, relevant communications carriers may be obliged to assist authorities in installing and monitoring such devices, protecting the secrecy of the investigation and minimizing interruption to any services provided to the subject[49][101].

In June 2013 the Washington Post and Guardian published reports of ‘data mining’ targeting communications of non-US users for national security purposes, with only infrequent high level authorisations, based on broad interpretations of 2008 amendments to FISA. (Gellman & Poitris 2013 [102]). It was initially unclear the extent to which such programs, and the many others which followed, would affect business-oriented cloud data services. Several major consumer-oriented SaaS providers were reported to have agreed to participate, which could affect ‘BYOD’ devices, ‘ad-hoc’ clouds and cloud-enabled PCs, (Greenwald & MacAskill 2013 [103]) although details of the program and its implications remain in dispute at the time of writing, and some of the allegations have been denied.

'Administrative subpoenas' such as National Security Letters (NSLs)

National Security Letters are a type of federal administrative subpoena by which the FBI may, without court approval, compel individuals and businesses to provide a variety of records, including customer information from telephone and Internet service providers, financial institutions and consumer credit companies[50][104]. An NSL may be issued to any person (even if they are not suspected of engaging in espionage or criminal activity) so long as the issuer believes that they may hold information relevant to a clandestine terrorism or other intelligence investigation. The FBI does not need to specify an individual or group of individuals and each request may seek records concerning many people (Cate 2007 [73]). For example, nine NSLs in one investigation sought data on 11,100 separate telephone numbers (Cate 2007 [73]). Moreover, a recipient of an NSL may not reveal its contents or even its existence[51][105].

A communications carrier subject to a National Security Letter may be obliged to hand over information about a particular customer, their toll billing records and/or their electronic communications transaction records to the FBI[52][106]. However, there is no provision requiring a carrier to give the FBI access to the actual content of a client’s communications.

National Security Letters have been the subject of considerable legal and political controversy. For example, a number of mandatory non-disclosure clauses have been ruled[53][107] unconstitutional (and subsequently re-enacted in a different form), and several reports by the US Inspector General have revealed widespread inappropriate use and underreporting by the FBI (Office of the Inspector General 2007 [108]).

(In March 2013, Judge Susan Illston of the Northern District of California declared, in a case involving the EFF, that 18 U.S.C. ? 2709 and parts of 18 U.S.C. ? 3511 were unconstitutional. She held that the statute’s gag provision failed to incorporate necessary First Amendment procedural requirements designed to prevent the imposition of illegal prior restraints, and that the statute was unseverable and that the entire statute, also including the underlying power to obtain customer records, was unenforceable. The order was stayed subject to appeal[54][109]. While it could rein in the NSL model of access to network and cloud data to some extent, it remains to be seen whether this ruling survives appeal; or if it does, whether similar replacement provisions will be immediately re-enacted, resulting in minimal effective change.)

Australian comparison

There is no known direct equivalent of FISA and the very broad NSL administrative subpoena in Australia.

Certain provisions of recent anti-terrorism laws do restrict the capacity of those investigated to communicate this fact to their associates, but in relation to a limited range of specific offences. Certain provisions of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth) and Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979, above, refer to national security purposes.

It is unclear what the impact of proposals for increased ‘Data Retention’ of telecommunications metadata would have if implemented, as no draft legislation was provided in late 2013, and the Joint committee report declined to recommend it proceed. (JPCIS 2013 [110]) It is expected they would oblige increased retention so formal court orders could later be made for access to message contents, without necessarily diluting whatever existing requirements for such orders may be in place. There are however large numbers of warrantless metadata authorisations, over 300,000 in 2012-13, mostly by state police forces. (Attorney-General's Department 2012-13 [111])

Reports in March 2014 suggest retention proponents remain enthusiastic. A Senate inquiry into the operation of the TIA Act, including this issue, is due to report in mid-2014, although with an unreceptive House of Representatives it appears unlikely its recommendations would be enthusiastically adopted.
The SWIFT case

A prominent example of the US government's use of an administrative subpoena is the SWIFT case. The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication is a Belgian-based co-operative active in the processing of financial messages, with about 8,000 banks as members. On average, it processed 12 million messages a day in 2005. SWIFT operated two primary data centres, an EU site reportedly in Belgium and a mirror site in the US. After the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the United States Department of Treasury (UST) addressed multiple administrative subpoenas to the SWIFT operations centre in the US under the "Terrorist Finance Tracking Program", requesting a copy of all the transactions in SWIFT's database, rather than just the records of individuals who were the specific targets of the government's investigation. (McNicholas 2009 [112]) SWIFT complied with the procedures by negotiating an arrangement whereby it transferred data from the mirrored SWIFT database to a "black box" owned by the US enabling the UST to perform focused searches over an extended period of time.

In late November 2006 the EU Article 29 Working Party [55] [113] (the independent advisory body to the European Commission on data protection and privacy) issued an opinion on the processing of personal data by SWIFT concluding that SWIFT and the financial institutions which use SWIFT’s services had breached Community data protection law as set out in Directive 95/46/EC, including the transfer of personal data to the United States without ensuring adequate protection and failure to inform data subjects about the way in which their personal data were being processed.

When this controversy developed in Europe, Australia and elsewhere in 2006 after the extent of UST searches over the transactions of European and other citizens became known, European data protection commissioners were ultimately unable to effectively intervene. Although SWIFT itself is believed to have privately negotiated some constraints on the scope of searches over EU citizen transactions by US agents[56] [114], SWIFT later formalised ostensible compliance with EU law by joining the US 'Safe Harbor' scheme. (The 'Safe Harbor' is a specific type of 'Adequacy Decision' adopted by decision of 26 July 2000 by the EC to allow the free flow of personal data between the EU and the US, in accordance with the EU Directive 95/46/EC[57] [115]). This allows limitations on its data protection principles for important public purposes "to the extent necessary to meet national security, public interest or law enforcement requirements"[58] [116]. The episode confirmed the limited options available to foreign data owners in the event of use of such administrative subpoenas.

Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA)

The ECPA is one of the primary federal statutes protecting the privacy of electronic communications in the US. (McNicholas 2009 [112]) Within the ECPA are the Wiretap Act, which prohibits the interception, use or disclosure of wire and electronic communications, and the Stored Communications Act (SCA), which regulates access to stored electronic communications. Consumer groups, privacy advocates and companies, including Microsoft Corporation, Google Inc. and E-Bay (the Digital Due Process Coalition) have criticized the ECPA as ineffective in protecting privacy in light of technological changes and are calling for the reform of the SCA.

The Stored Communications Act provisions at issue provide that the government needs to obtain a search warrant to gain access to the contents of an email that is 180 days old or less but can compel a service provider to disclose the contents of an email that is older than 180 days with only a subpoena (Salgado 2010 [117]). Critics contend that the widespread use of email and other documents stored in the cloud are increasingly replacing the traditional ways of storing documents in paper form, on a hard drive or on a CD. They point out that information stored in traditional formats would be fully protected by the Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement, yet under the ECPA, "an email or electronic document could be subject to multiple legal standards in its lifecycle, from the moment it is being typed to the moment it is opened by the recipient or uploaded into a user’s “vault” in the cloud, where it might be subject to an entirely different standard." (Beckwith Burr2010 [118]) Applying consistent standards is further complicated with regard to "Friend Requests, Status Updates and other forms of communication that are neither one-to-one communications, like email, nor public forum posts"[59] [119]. Consequently, "courts have not been consistent in applying the Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement and the SCA's 180-day protection for communications in electronic storage to e-mail messages stored remotely on service providers' networks", which creates uncertainty for ISP's and other companies who host content with regard to how the ECPA applies to material on their systems[60] [120].

For example, the Eleventh Circuit held that individuals do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy in read e-mail messages stored with an ISP because they "shared" them with the service provider[61] [121]. In contrast, the Ninth Circuit held that an electronic communication service provider who turns over opened and stored text messages without a warrant or a viable exception is liable under the SCA for making an access that was not permitted "as a matter of law"[62] [122]. To confuse matters more, a panel of the Sixth Circuit held that users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in e-mails, only to have its decision reversed by the Sixth Circuit sitting en banc on grounds that the plaintiffs did not have standing to sue, but without addressing the constitutionality of the SCA provisions[63] [123].

As a result of the ambiguity in the law, the Digital Due Process Coalition has proposed the following changes to the ECPA:

1. Treat private communications and documents stored online the same as if they were stored at home, and require the government to get a search warrant before compelling a service provider to access and disclose the information.
2. Require the government to get a search warrant before it can track movements through the location of a cell phone or other mobile communications device.
3. To require a service provider to disclose information about communications as they are happening (such as who is calling whom, "to" and "from" information associated with an email that has just been sent or received), the government would first need to demonstrate to a court that the data it seeks is relevant and material to a criminal investigation.
4. A government entity investigating criminal conduct could compel a service provider to disclose identifying information about an entire class of users (such as the identity of all people who accessed a particular web page) only after demonstrating to a court that the...
Australian comparison

There is no broad Australian equivalent of the 'order to disclose' that is available to US federal government agencies.

However, some Australian government agencies possess similar powers under various legislative schemes. For example, the New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption may obtain certain information under State surveillance legislation, and CrimTrac[124] is listed as an 'enforcement agency' under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act.

Also note the proposals for 'Data Retention', mentioned above, introduced publicly in 2012. If implemented, these could require retention of communications metadata for periods of two years or more, which would facilitate local access under a subsequent court order.

Section 313 of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth)[65][126] contains two relevant provisions which offset the effect of prohibitions on phone tapping etc. under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (Cth)[66][126]. The first is a 'crime prevention' purpose in s313(1) and (2), which requires carriers, carriage service providers and their intermediaries (but probably not cloud data hosts?) to "do their best" to prevent their networks and facilities being used to commit an offence under Commonwealth or state law. Without an obligation to do anything, guidance as to who can request or suggest action, compensation for costs under s314, or guidance as to what might be expected, this is difficult to formally enforce, though there is wide scope for informal pressure. It is the basis for recent informal Internet content blocking, with ASIC IP block requests aimed at fraud pages reported to have inadvertently taken 1,200 and 253,00 non-fraud sites offline in two recent instances (LeMay 2013[127]).

The more significant provision is an enforceable 'law enforcement' purpose in s313(3) and (4), which requires carriers etc. to give such help as is 'reasonably necessary' to 'officers and authorities' of Commonwealth and states to enforce criminal laws and those with financial penalties in Australia, the criminal laws of 'a foreign country', or to protect national security or public revenue. Carriers and carriage service providers are exempt from liability for good faith cooperation with both these provisions. 'Help' includes interception warrants, stored communications warrants, local or foreign preservation notices under the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act, and requires financial assistance for costs incurred in s314.

Most of the law enforcement data surveillance and interception activities listed in s313(7) applying to s313(3) and (4) are based on warrants and notices, rather than mere requests. But the provision is not limited to these. Under s312 ACMA can issue administrative notices, also under an immunity; and the permissible scope for informal pressure on carriage service providers to 'do your best' under s313(1) and (2) is largely untested. The scope of these sections is thus somewhat uncertain, but clearly requires carrier help at least with reasonable law enforcement requests, including to assist enforcement of foreign laws.

Secret Surveillance Programs

After the events of September 11, 2001, the Bush administration engaged in 'warrantless wiretapping' of phone calls of US citizens for national security purposes. Under this secret surveillance program, telecommunication companies such as AT&T, Verizon and BellSouth assisted the National Security Agency in building a massive database of customer phone records[67][128].

Once the warrantless surveillance became known, privacy and civil rights groups brought lawsuits against the participating companies and the Bush administration.

In response, the government enacted a law granting legal authority to the government to intercept certain communications without a warrant, immunity from liability to companies that assist the government with future warrantless surveillance, and retroactive immunity from liability to companies that already participated in the warrantless surveillance program[68][129].

Other secret surveillance programs, which were ultimately abandoned, include the 'Total Information Awareness' project, which was designed to detect terrorists by scanning large amounts of consumer data, and the 'Computer Assisted Passenger Pre-Screening System', under which the Homeland Security Department proposed to use information from various databases to classify airline passengers according to their level of risk[89][130].

More recently discussions about the scope and oversight of NSA's PRISM and other programs, above, which came to notice in June 2013, were marked by difficulties experienced by members of Congress and the Senate and cloud business leaders as a result of the secrecy obligations applying to those with official knowledge.

Australian Comparison

There have been no known similar instances in Australia of projects of this magnitude.

In 2012, proposals were advanced by law enforcement and Attorney Generals Department sources for an extensive 'Data Retention' program, noted above. Although details and justifications of the proposal, which was mentioned briefly amongst a range of other suggestions, are scarce, it involves 24 month or longer retention of metadata and traffic data, though apparently not message content, for a variety of purposes including but not only anti-terrorism efforts. As the interactivity of the Internet and web develops, mere metadata has been said to offer increasing information about the content of messages, arguably diluting the distinction between message content and metadata.

If it were implemented in full, it may represent a significant extension of secret surveillance programs in Australia, although oversight mechanisms are as yet unclear.
Data Access Demands in Litigation

The US federal government has a broad range of mechanisms to compel production of information in criminal and civil litigation proceedings, including discovery, administrative subpoenas, grand jury subpoenas and court orders.

Rule 34 of the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure imposes a legal duty on companies to retain all documents that may be relevant to pending and reasonably foreseeable litigation. During the discovery process in litigation proceedings, companies must search and produce all relevant records, including electronically stored information.

As a result, many companies have implemented systems that automatically scan and copy all electronic records, and users may not even realize that their documents are being stored for future document production purposes Cate & Eisenhauer 2007.[131]

Australian Comparison

Similar rules apply in Australia.

However, as noted above, there are risks inherent in having data overseas in that, even where same rules apply, the costs of legal action, enforceability of remedies, and investigation or monitoring of developments are all more problematic in another jurisdiction, since a local entity will often not have any presence there, and will not be familiar with the requirements for an effective action against a determined access-seeker. Retaining and communicating with remote legal advisors and pursuing litigation offshore can also be more expensive and likely to result in worse outcomes.

One question that may ultimately turn on the factual details of a specific operation will be the risk that if data is stored in the US or another jurisdiction, an Australian company could potentially be exposed to legal action there on the basis of there being a sufficient connection with the jurisdiction. While in most cases this connection alone may be too tenuous to support a finding of such jurisdiction, further advice on specific circumstances may be necessary to exclude the risk of exposure to a US lawsuit that might not otherwise have jurisdiction, on the basis that the data (assets) are there.

Rule 26(b)(2)(B) provides a limited defence to production of electronically stored data “from not reasonably accessible sources, due to undue burden and cost” but there is not much guidance as to what constitutes sufficient “undue burden and cost.” In addition, the party requesting the documents may still obtain limited discovery to test whether the information is truly “not reasonably accessible” (Kessler et al 2008.[132]).

The government may also issue subpoenas to require private companies to disclose information. For example, the Department of Justice issued a subpoena to Google Inc. to supply a log of random searches made on Google and Internet addresses as part of an unrelated lawsuit involving the Child Online Protection Act. The federal judge ultimately denied the DOJ’s request for 5,000 random searches made on Google but ordered Google to surrender 50,000 random Internet addresses. Yahoo! Inc., Microsoft’s MSN, and America Online Inc., on the other hand, complied with the DOJ’s request for both searches and addresses to varying degrees[70] [133].

The SWIFT case above is an example of the use of administrative subpoenas in matters which commence as investigations but may ultimately result in litigation to prosecute offences.

Finally, although the disclosure obligations in US litigation may in some cases potentially conflict with foreign data protection laws, such privacy laws of other countries are generally no defence to the legal obligations of entities to comply with subpoenas, warrants and orders that are lawfully issued and served within the jurisdiction of US courts. In the context of such a conflict between US and foreign law, one court put it this way: “The jurisdiction of American courts is unquestioned when they order their own nationals to produce documents located within this country”[71] [134] (i.e. the foreign law is not a relevant consideration).

Access Requests on Behalf of Foreign Governments in Connection with International Assistance

The U.S. has entered into mutual legal assistance treaties with over 50 countries, as well as a mutual legal assistance agreement with the EU. The cooperation under mutual legal assistance arrangements can include substantial sharing of electronic information between law enforcement authorities in the two countries.

For example, in 2006, the US ratified the Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime[135]. This Convention provides for gathering and sharing electronic data and evidence at the request of foreign law enforcement agencies, including:

1. expedited preservation of stored computer data, pending a request for search, seizure or disclosure of data,
2. expedited disclosure of traffic data, when the execution of a request to preserve traffic data indicates that another country was involved in the transmission of the communication,
3. search, seizure and disclosure of stored data,
4. real-time collection of traffic data, and
5. interception of the content of specified communications (Pryce 2006 [136]).

They also include an invitation to spontaneously offer data to a foreign state.

In addition, the Additional Protocol of 2003 makes publication of racist and xenophobic propaganda via computer networks a criminal offence. This may have impact on systems open to a large local user population.

Companies storing data in the US, therefore, may be subject to requests for data from foreign governments.
Australian comparison

The Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty[73] (Treaty) between the United States and Australia came into force 30 September 1999. This provided a bilateral mechanism where foreign law enforcement agencies can obtain access to data posted in other jurisdictions subject to control or supervision by the foreign government.

The Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime was ratified in 2012 by Australia[74]. Key provisions of this convention are set out above, mostly those in Chapter III, Articles 23 and 25, including expedited search, seizure and real-time interception of content.

Australian ratification of the Convention[75] will mostly build on the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty as between Australia and the US, and thus may have little additional impact on the exposure of Australian-owned data held in the US to access by other foreign governments (since this is already facilitated by US ratification of the Convention, and to some extent the operation of the Treaty). However, it will clearly increase the exposure of Australian data held in a European ‘cloud’ to access from other signatories, including those in the US.

Recent reports of plans for European Cloud services with components tied to national borders suggest they may have come about in response to the increased exposure to USA Patriot Act requests. It will be interesting to assess the degree to which these initiatives may offer guidance for Australian adaptation to the new environment (Citi Research 2012 [140]).

Analysis

When data is hosted overseas, it is subject to the law of the jurisdiction where it is held. Direct local access to data by the host country obviates the traditional process of disclosure and cooperation between national law enforcement agencies. The data is also subject to access under the civil process of the foreign nation.

This will have different implications depending on the nature of the law of the host jurisdiction and, to some extent, the relationship between Australia and the government of that nation.

In considering the example of cloud data hosted in the United States, the differences between the legal environments in Australia and in the US are many and extensive. Although the policy objectives and practical effect of government agency powers are roughly comparable, it is clear that American law is focused on the protection of the US national interest. It may be also inherently more difficult for companies or individuals based in Australia to monitor, assess and if necessary seek to restrain the conduct of search, interception or surveillance activities by governments or litigators of a foreign jurisdiction. In addition, the scale of surveillance activity undertaken in the United States, and consequent concerns expressed by industry regarding the extent of expanding government powers, have not emerged in Australia to the same degree (although recent proposals may narrow the gap to some extent).

When the conduct of SWIFT in making its data available to the US Treasury became public knowledge the European Parliament, echoed by some local commentators, declared that it was deeply concerned about the purposes of the transfer of data to the UST, the lack of the procedural protections expected in the source countries, and that such operations were taking place without “the citizens of Europe and their parliamentary representation having been informed.” (European Parliament 2006 [141])

While the potential for counterproductive “digital protectionism” deserves investigation, (Bleich 2012 [142]; Keane 2012 [143]) such concerns with US access to European data hosted on US Cloud services appear to have ongoing effect on plans to implement services which assert European countries’ data sovereignty (Walden & Luciano 2011 [144] [76] [145]).

In our view, while the picture is complex, and examination of actual hazards and dangers may in some instances show limited exposure to risks worth caring about, the concerns expressed by the European Parliament should resonate with Australian customers considering hosting data in or under jurisdictions such as the United States and elsewhere, and give rise to caution regarding the nature of the information to be transferred, the potential interests of the data owners in relation to that information, and increased needs to fully understand (and, more concretely, disclose to the data owner) the characteristics of the foreign legal environment.

5. A Signals Directorate view of Cloud security

Cloud services, with their massive ‘honeypots’ of tempting personal and business data and high capacity remote access, pose a serious challenge for IT security protection whether on shore or off, but they can also offer platforms for potentially meeting those threats in certain circumstances more effectively than non-cloud systems.

A full exploration of Cloud security issues is beyond the scope of this paper, and will remain the subject of attention from a significant part of the IT security and research sector (Pavlotsky 2012 [146]; Srinivasan et al 2012 [147]) but we touch briefly on some of those related to jurisdiction and sovereignty, seen through the prism (pun intended) of the key Australian government security agency, what used to be called the Defence Signals Directorate. (DSD is now called Australian Signals Directorate.)

Cloud Computing Security Considerations ? DSD Checklist

A non-exhaustive list of cloud computing security considerations is from section 17 of the Defence Signals Directorate/Cybersecurity Operations Centre, Cloud Computing Security Considerations (DSD 2012 [148]) [77] [149] with cross references to other paragraphs for more information.

While companies and individuals may have a somewhat lower sensitivity to certain IT risks than some government agencies, and hence some considerations may not apply, these considerations do offer a useful starting point for analysing the degree to which Cloud contracts, and the services provided under them, can address wider business and other security risks (Gold 2012 [150] [78] [151]). A cross beside any of
these security considerations does not necessarily mean that cloud computing cannot be used, but the security consideration requires additional contemplation to determine if the associated risk is acceptable. The full list can be found in other works; items specifically relevant to data sovereignty questions include:

v My data or functionality to be moved to the cloud is not business critical (19a).

v My data is not too sensitive to store or process in the cloud (20b).

v I can meet the legislative obligations to protect and manage my data (20c).

v I know and accept the privacy laws of countries that have access to my data (20d).

v Strong encryption approved by DSD protects my sensitive data at all times (20e).

v I retain legal ownership of my data (20i)

v Using the vendor's cloud does not weaken my network security posture (21b).

v The vendor does not know the password or key used to decrypt my data (22a).

In particular, ‘Protecting Data from Unauthorised Access by a Third Party’ flags two critical issues for data sovereignty:

**Legislative obligations.** What obligations do I have to protect and manage my data under various legislation, for example the *Privacy Act 1988*, the *Archives Act 1983*, as well as other legislation specific to the type of data? Will the vendor contractually accept adhering to these obligations to help ensure obligations are met to the satisfaction of the Australian Government?

**Countries with access to my data.** In which countries is my data stored, backed up and processed? Which foreign countries does my data transit? In which countries is the failover or redundant data centres? Will the vendor notify me if the answers to these questions change? Data stored in, processed in, or transiting foreign countries may be subject to their laws. Such laws range from Freedom of Information requests by members of the public, through to government lawful access mechanisms.

For example, a foreign owned vendor may be subject to their country's laws even if the vendor is operating within Australia. If the vendor is subpoenaed by a foreign law enforcement agency for access to data belonging to the vendor's customers, the vendor may be legally prohibited from notifying their customers of the subpoena (DSD 2012 [148], p10). Numerous reports in late 2013 have confirmed the frequent operation of such gag orders in the US, with some IT service providers but not others now campaigning for greater transparency. (Hill 2013 [152])

These two issues may explain why DSD recommends agencies against outsourcing information technology services and functions outside of Australia, unless agencies are dealing with data that is all publicly available:

“DSD strongly encourages agencies to choose either a locally owned vendor or a foreign owned vendor that is located in Australia and stores, processes and manages sensitive data only within Australian borders. Note that foreign owned vendors operating in Australia may be subject to foreign laws such as a foreign government’s lawful access to data held by the vendor.” (DSD 2012 [148], p1).

A notable feature is an apparent divergence by other agencies towards a more relaxed attitude to advice to the general public and business on Cloud data security, location and jurisdiction: while many operational federal agencies are anecdotally reputed to be still reluctant for security reasons to host their own key data off shore, some regulatory agencies appear more focused on promoting Cloud use for its own sake, with more limited explicit consideration of the jurisdiction aspects of security, and a tendency to focus on “benefits” alone rather than balancing benefits with costs, and in particular, risks (DoC 2014 [153]; AGIMO 2013 [21]; DBCDE 2013 [20]) [79] [154].

If real, one explanation for this apparent inconsistency (if one assumes that underlying security and confidentiality needs are in fact similar) could be a conflict between industry development and free trade promotion considerations for the broader public on the one hand, and security, privacy and confidentiality priorities for government data.

Such a conflict may explain the ambiguity in such divergent advice, and may also suggest a need for caution on the part of readers more attuned to the primacy of security, confidentiality and privacy.

**6. Drivers for a Cloud Data Location and Jurisdiction Policy**

This section provides an overview of the sorts of obligations or drivers to host Cloud data in one jurisdiction or another, and suggests one response to issues raised in the paper lies in an organisational policy on the topic. It also considers the special case of personal information, and the potential role of de-identification or the (newly controversial) US-EU Safe Harbor model in dealing with (or evading) constraints arising from privacy obligations.

This paper uses developments in Australian law as a starting point for examining these obligations, but the issues raised often have more general application. We also refer to parallel or relevant European and US law. Similar challenges are emerging in these jurisdictions, and in others around the world.

It remains to be seen whether the competing trends for international harmonisation or for local diversification of legal rules will win out, and whether data sovereignty will become a central and complex aspect of such obligations. (The proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership treaty has reputedly, in secret drafts shared with industry but kept from the public, promoted an alternative “digital protectionism” characterisation of jurisdiction-aware cloud contracts and may if implemented complicate the implementation of choices in this area. (Allgeier 2013 [155], 4)

**Cloud data location and jurisdiction policy**
One response to challenges discussed in this paper and related material is a Cloud data location and jurisdiction policy, which can help guide the entire life cycle of all networked data within an organisation from creation to destruction. Such a policy would be founded on a survey of the specific requirements affecting each aspect of a business or agency. It could help answer questions about whether any data must be, or should be, held in a particular location, or under the control of entities regulated by a particular jurisdiction; and if so, how to respond to this need.

Features of the organisation’s regulatory environment such as the following can affect Cloud location and jurisdiction choices:

- What statutes and case law directly affect the company?
- What codes, standards and/or rules of professional practice are the company obliged to follow?
- With what codes, standards and/or rules of practices could the company choose to further comply?
- What jurisdictions can specifically affect the data, either through its location or the entities that control it?

Factors affecting a Cloud Data Location and Jurisdiction Policy can include:

- The nature and security profile of the data (or sub-categories of it), and whether particular legal, regulatory or similar obligations favour certain locations or jurisdictions (Peterson et al 2011 [156])
- The characteristics of customers, staff or partners: are there particular expectations or vulnerabilities to take into account?
- Risks associated with exposure to various jurisdictions, especially the attitudes and practices of entities who may be seeking access to the data (Maxwell & Wolf 2012 [157])

Legal obligations: statutory, case law and code compliance in Australia

There are a number of reasons one may wish to store data in certain jurisdictions, or with entities regulated or controlled under certain jurisdictions:

- Practical technical reasons relating to current uses (increasingly less likely as cloud services mature)
- Contractual obligations (especially with entities including governments which may be subject to stricter statutory obligations)
- Temporary, time limited obligations to retain locally for certain purposes
- Business reasons, including customer or partner expectations
- Security or confidentiality concerns not easily mitigated by contract, or where the hosting partner is unwilling to accept any responsibility for breach and risk assessment suggests such a risk is unacceptable

The second major reason for the local hosting of data is where you are required by law to retain the data in the local jurisdiction, or under the control of an entity regulated by that jurisdiction.

Such requirements will tend to fall into one of the following categories:

1. where a statute either:
   - specifically requires the retention of the document in the home country, or by entities under its control; or
   - operates in such a way that the document should be so retained or controlled in order to prove compliance;
2. where there are cloud data location or control obligations related to compliance with industry codes, or to satisfy industry regulators; or
3. where local hosting of, control of, or access to the document is required because there is a reasonable anticipation of litigation to which the document in question is likely to be relevant.

Note that in Australia there are relatively few specific statutory requirements that data be stored on Australian territory. These include:

- Certain documents must be accessible at the registered office of a company.
- A workplace safety rule in NSW says a workplace safety policy must be held locally.
- A provision in the new Personally Controlled Health Records Act 2012 (Cth) requires the health records be stored locally by a locally registered entity.
- There are conditions on trans-border data flow of personal information in the new Privacy Act 1988 (Cth); these are updated in the 2014 version (from the 2012 amendments).
- Obligations to ensure security, say under the Privacy Act, may not specify a country or jurisdiction, but there may be some practical effect if appropriate security cannot be delivered under a certain arrangement.

An analysis of the obligations on a specific organisation is beyond the scope of this paper, requiring detailed consideration of many facets of the operation of the entity, and its characterisation by various laws.

It is important to note that, of course, many sorts of data are not however subject to any location-based statutory requirements, and can be stored off shore if this is consistent with other obligations and judgements.

Promises, promises: what you tell data subjects or providers at the point of collection

However, it is also important to also consider the disclosures required in Australia at the point of collection, whether from expectations under the Privacy Act or other laws, or promises made for business purposes. An organisation’s representations to its customers and public as to its data storage processes and practices can in effect create obligations.

These may form a contractual basis for obligations that are not directly specified in statute, but which later come under the Australian Consumer Law s18 (the old s52 Trade Practices Act) and so cannot be 'misleading or deceptive'.
This issue of what promises are made to clients or customers when the data was collected is quite an important one: it may be more important overall than laws requiring data to be stored in the jurisdiction.

An organisation needs to have a clear view as to whether it is acting within the scope of the position it has put to its public (or, of course, to which it is bound in its contracts) when it decides to store data in the cloud in or under the influence of a certain jurisdiction. Assurances or promises made to end users or customers must be taken into account in assessing the overall pattern of obligations regarding data storage and control.

**What data is regulated as "personal information"?**

In contemplating criteria for assessing the security profile and hosting requirements of Cloud data (and hence the suitability of various jurisdictions), it is as we note above, important to consider detailed analysis of the application of particular provisions of applicable laws in relevant jurisdictions to certain classes of data, in addition to those relating to "third party access" discussed elsewhere in this paper.

As noted above, a central concern is the nature of information considered to be "personal", and hence subject to privacy rules and other measures of sensitivity.

For instance "Personal information" (under Australian privacy law), "Personal Data" (EU) or "Personally Identifying Information" (US) refer to similar but not identical regulatory concepts for important data sets, ones that cover a relatively limited class of business information but often drive decision making.

It may be possible to ensure that information held by a service provider is de-identified and not easily re-identifiable. In such cases there are effectively no privacy rules applying to the data, since it is outside the scope of "personal information". (The ease or difficulty of possible re-identification may affect its characterisation under Australian or EU law; less so under US law.)

There are also longstanding wide exceptions to the coverage of the Privacy Act (Cth): small businesses, employee records, information related to corporate customers, and many others. The revised Privacy Act in force in 2014 doesn't say that foreign providers must comply with Australian privacy law, only that they must not breach the law in holding Australian data. This may limit the scope of the data to be treated in a certain way.

A paper from the US Department of Commerce (US Dept. of Commerce 2013 [158]) looks at a similar concept arising from the "Safe Harbor" arrangements between the US and EU. If the data processor promises to secure the data and hold it strictly at the direction of the data collector, the "will not breach" obligation is satisfied.

However, as noted above, more recently various entities in Europe have, as result of the Snowden revelations, stepped back from the Safe Harbor arrangements, calling them into question. (European Parliament 2014 [159])

7. Competing 'Frames': Digital Protectionism

Concerns raised by the revelations of Edward Snowden are reported to have already had a significant impact on the willingness of non-US business to adopt US based or controlled Cloud services without analysis of risks, with projected impacts running into the tens of billions of dollars over several years. (Hill 2013 [152])

At the same time, there has been a concerted push to re-frame questions of Cloud location and jurisdiction as "digital protectionism", and thus an affront to free trade. (Snabe 2014 [160]; Young 2013 [161])

For instance in its 2014 Report, "Powering the Digital Economy: A Trade Agenda to Drive Growth," (BSA 2014 [162]) the Business Software Alliance says:

"To spur trade in digital age products and services, BSA outlines a three-part agenda:

- First, modernize trade rules to reflect the realities of digital commerce as it is being conducted today. This requires facilitating trade in innovative services such as cloud computing, keeping borders open to the free flow of data, and preventing mandates on where servers or other computing infrastructure must be located.
- Second, promote the continued progress of technology innovation. For this, a trade agenda must secure modern intellectual property protections and encourage the use of voluntary, market-led technology standards.
- Third, create level playing fields for all competitors. That requires governments to lead by example. They should be fully transparent in how they choose which technologies to buy, basing decisions on whether a product or service best meets their needs and provides good value, not on where the technology was developed."

The controversial secret TransPacific Partnership (TPP) and Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP, an Atlantic equivalent) also appear to have elements designed to implement this agenda: an industry lobbyist describes a key aim of the TPP as to "Prohibit parties from requiring the establishment or use of local servers or other infrastructure in order to provide digital products and services in a country" (Allgeier 2013 [155], 4). (See also Assange 2013 [163]; US Trade Rep 2013 [164])

This framing of the debate seeks to deprecate concerns over data location and sovereignty in the Cloud and other online services, just at the very time when these concerns are brought into dramatic relief by the controversial (and apparently ineffective) mass metadata and data surveillance practices revealed by Snowden. (Hill 2013 [152])

It is perhaps ironic that the means (TPP and TTIP) of pursuing these clearly sectional interests are themselves challenged as being a threat to sovereignty, apparently even of the US, to the extent that they bypass normal democratic scrutiny (on the basis of being "merely about trade") yet purport to bind governments to implement national laws implementing rules negotiated in secret to tilt the playing field against those seeking to make jurisdictional choices about location and control of cloud data.
8. Conclusion

The bulk of the research for this paper occurred before the Snowden era, but the significant effects of Snowden's revelations about actual surveillance practices, and the threats to commercial and government cryptographic (Ball et al 2013 [169]) and other online security measures (Schneier 2013 [166]) represented by the 'security' agencies of Australia, the US, the UK and the other "5 Eyes" members have only tended to confirm the focus on third party access that forms a major part of this work.

The complex interlinking secret arrangements between the country that is home to much of the commercial Cloud, the US, and this country make legal and regulatory analysis difficult. There are certainly means to enable law enforcement and security cooperation between the two which tend to bypass locational and jurisdictional barriers. But there are also practical, legal and administrative effects of such barriers which are not wholly removed by such cooperation. On balance, for data which is significant and sensitive, there may still be benefits to considering location and jurisdiction issues.

In addition, the pressure for reform, not least from the two substantial reports by President Obama's hand-picked review team in December 2013 and the Congressional Oversight Board in February 2014, and court cases in the US (Judge Richard Leon, Klayman and Strange v NSA, US District Court for the District of Columbia in 16 December 2013) drawing out concerns over lawfulness, proportionality and constitutionality, may over time rein in the excesses apparently revealed. The most disturbing of these relate to exceptional measures introduced to fight the exceptional perceived hazard of terrorism now being used for traditional international commercial trade espionage purposes (Jabour & Pengelly 2014 [167]).

If so, national sovereignty and jurisdiction over online data and metadata may regain something of its former significance.

It also remains to be seen if the agenda of US cloud and online business to deprecate data sovereignty concerns as unfair "protectionism", in spite of the apparently indiscriminate threats to online security and confidentiality revealed as sourced in their home jurisdiction, and to require national measures to restrict them is successfully implemented in the TPP and TTIP. If this were the case, exercising choices for consumers and business based on the perceived best location for security and privacy in the Cloud may be prevented or obstructed by law.

This would potentially reduce a significant incentive for all governments and businesses to respond to the Australian consumer preference for security and privacy of their data to be protected by location and jurisdiction measures, as identified by the survey which opened this paper. Personal information in particular, but government and business information as well, should probably be recognised as having critical risk characteristics beyond a status of mere trade commodities, such that their hosting in the Cloud may need to be open to whatever precautions and choices those liable for or subject to those risks may seek to make, including choices about location and jurisdiction. If these choices can be freely made, presumably the market will respond in creative ways, as indeed appears to be happening; were they to be constrained by law, the incentive for effectively addressing the concerns may be weakened, and the ultimate levels of trust and confidence in the cloud, the aim of good regulation, may be reduced.
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ENDNOTES:

[1] [233] See for instance the government and corporate strategy documents listed in our extensive bibliography published last year in this journal.


[3] [236] Private cloud users do not raise loss of control and security as much: see Morris/IDC 2012.


[5] [239] Australian Privacy Principles in force from 14 March 2014 encourage greater disclosure of countries to which personal information may be sent. The proposals from ALRC and Prime Minister and Cabinet leading to the 2013 breach notification "privacy alerts" bill lapsed with the 2013 election.

[6] [240] The Privacy Amendment (Privacy Alerts) Bill, introduced to Federal Parliament on May 29, 2013, would have amended the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (Privacy Act) to require data breach reporting obligations for a "Serious Breach" for entities regulated by the Privacy Act, making it less likely an Australian cloud provider could avoid revealing personal info data breaches for personal info under their control -- wherever it is held. A serious data breach is where an Australian entity holds personal information relating to one or more individuals, and the information is either: (a) accessed or disclosed without authority, and the access or disclosure will result in a "real risk" of serious harm (including financial or economic harm and harm to reputation); or (b) lost in circumstances where (a) may occur. A serious data breach also occurs where an overseas entity holds personal information that has been disclosed to it by an Australian entity in accordance with Australian Privacy Principle 8.1, and (a) or (b) occurs in respect of that foreign entity. Where a breach reporting obligation arises, the entity must prepare a disclosure notice setting out the nature of the data breach, information at risk, and any steps that affected individuals can take to mitigate the effects of the breach. Failure to notify the Commissioner or affected individuals when required to would be an "interference of the privacy of an individual". This would have triggered enforcement rights under the Privacy Act, including the possibility of a determination by the Commissioner that the entity is required to pay compensation to affected individuals and can also attract a civil penalty of up to $1.7million for corporations. Exemptions would have reduced the impact. Given pressure from jurisdictions in US and EU with such laws already in place, a revised version of these requirements may eventually return to Parliament.


[8] [243] For an extreme example, the then Egyptian government suspended internet services in the Arab spring of 2011 by the simple but [technically if not politically!] effective expedient of blocking access to the key packet routing infrastructure, both internally and out of the country, for a short period, for all but a tiny group of government networks. See Dr Mohamed Chawki 2011 [244]


[10] [247] Though note observations by Nigel Waters, Australian Privacy Foundation policy committee chair and former deputy Privacy Commissioner, who suggests the new law weakens, rather than strengthens privacy protections because it does not give people the right to have a complaint determination made, noting the Privacy Commissioner's office has made only nine determinations in 23 years. "This approach assumes the Australian government is in a position to do something about breaches that occur in another country. At the end of the day the only redress is if the company decides to bring a civil proceeding against [a party in] the country, which is nowhere near as effective as an individual being able to complain directly about the breach." Lee 2012 [248]


[12] [251] The Privacy Amendment (Enhancing Privacy Protection) Act 2012 (Cth) becomes effective in March 2014, with penalties of up to $1.1 million. Before then, different rules applied for private businesses and the public sector; there is still no state or federal statutory tort or similar cause of action for invasion of privacy; and in many other ways Australia’s information security laws fall short of international best practice standards. In particular, Australia has lagged behind foreign counterparts in enacting laws holding businesses responsible for losing sensitive information about their customers, employees, and others. Organisations may voluntarily report security breaches, but very few do. Australian does not impose any binding general obligation to do so except in limited circumstances, such as the Personally Controlled Electronic Health Records Act 2012 provisions requiring notification if unauthorized disclosure of patient health information has occurred; see Part 4, at: http://www.comlaw.gov.au/Details/C2012A00063/ [252] Html/ Text_ID_Toc327957207. For the most part though, breach notification is voluntary, and businesses are encouraged to use the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner's Guide to Handling Personal Information Security Breaches, at: http://www.oaic.gov.au/ publications/guidelines/privacy_guidance/Data_breach_notification_guide_April2012FINAL.pdf. [218] A voluntary scheme with unenforced compliance may offer perverse incentives to avoid compliance, especially where voluntary notifiers have no protection and fear being singled out for publicity. (The 2013 Privacy Alerts bill, which may strengthen reporting obligations, is covered below.)
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